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“Hearts are broken,” Lillian Dyson carefully underlined in a book. “Sweet relationships are dead.”
But now Lillian herself is dead. Found among the bleeding hearts and lilacs of Clara Morrow's
garden in Three Pines, shattering the celebrations of Clara's solo show at the famed Musée in
Montreal. Chief Inspector Gamache, the head of homicide at the Sûreté du Québec, is called to
the tiny Quebec village and there he finds the art world gathered, and with it a world of shading
and nuance, a world of shadow and light. Where nothing is as it seems. Behind every smile there
lurks a sneer. Inside every sweet relationship there hides a broken heart. And even when facts
are slowly exposed, it is no longer clear to Gamache and his team if what they've found is the
truth, or simply a trick of the light.

About the AuthorChas Newkey-Burden is a leading celebrity biographer of over 20 titles,
including bestselling books about Adele, Amy Winehouse, Justin Bieber and Simon Cowell. His
work has been translated into 14 languages. Chas has also penned official titles for the London
2012 Olympic Games & Arsenal Football Club. He is a regular guest on BBC radio and a widely-
published journalist and columnist.
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#EmptyNestReader, “A dead woman is found in Clara's garden , Gamache must determine why
she is dead and why there.. Nothing is at seems. Everything is shades of grey, not black, not
white"Hearts are broken," Lilian Dyson read in a book " Sweet relationships are dead."Clara's
first solo art showing indeed, her first art showing of any sort, is taking place at the Musee d’Art
Contemporain in Montreal, of all places! Emotions are running high from the strangest people
and in the strangest places. Everyone is excited for Clara. Clara herself is terrified. Her friends
are, of course, ecstatic for her. Her very self-centered husband, Peter also an artist, is torn
between pride and happiness for Clara and jealousy. Several agents for artists are bickering over
winning a contract as Clara's agent and, if a duo contract, will Peter be a plus or a minus. The
morning after her show and celebration party, the body of a dead woman is found in Clara &
Peter's garden. Most surprising of all is that the dead woman is someone Clara & Peter knew
years ago and with whom they have happily not spoken or kept in touch with in 30 years. A
friendship that did not end well.But who is this woman now? Why is she in Clara's garden? Or,
for that matter, why was she at the party - Clara most certainly didn't invite her. As much as
some disliked the dead woman when she was alive, who would hate her enough to want her
dead, nonetheless to be the perpetrator of a violent murder such as a snapped neck.Once
again Louise Penny has written a book that I could not put down.Full of intrigue, secrets and
drama it is a compelling read. NOTE: This is book 7 in the series and much of it follows things
that happened in books 5 and 6. I would recommend reading those 2 first, in you don’t wish to
begin at the beginning. ”

books2bless, “I got lost and didn't want the book to end..... I just read the last page. Tears are
streaming down my face...healing tears.Staying present; the dross is coming to the top. My
healing continues.I am another one these books are healing and growing ego strength...Thank
you, Louise Penny. Deep Gratitude to the people you do life with. Warm hugs all around! You all
are doing mighty good work in the world.”

marie e. sedlak, “another Penney tour de force. Ms Penney always weaves a tight mystery. Her
characters are strong and relatable. As we watch her characters evolve in this book, she asks
the question “can anyone really change?” Do we grow, can we change ourselves completely?
These questions are woven through the story.In short, an intriguing conundrum.”

Paula Cohen, “They keep getting better, and better.... Louise Penny has created a magical world
with marvelous characters, and superlative story lines. I've read seven so far, and have eleven
to go. And so far I've been reading one per day. I'm a fast reader, and the books are un-put-
downable.  ”

Adrienne Thomas, “Great continuation of the Gamache series. Another great mystery with



Armand Gamache by Louise Penny.”

Betsy Jones, “Great story. I have enjoyed every book in this series and can't wait to read the next
book. The characters are the best!”

Susan Keefe, “Hope or Fasle Promise: A Trick of the Light. Louise Penny again demonstrates her
immense capacity to reflect human nature and the divine spark that (often hidden) resides within
it.Penny is a poet every bit as much as she is a brilliant novelist. With each book in this Inspector
Gamache series, her characters are more fully realized. As it were, they are brought put of the
darkness and into the light.”

suzannemariposa, “better than #3 and #4 in the series. A Trick of the Light is one of the more
well-crafted books of this Louise Penny murder mystery series. Because #6, Bury Your Dead,
was multi-layered, full of Quebec history, contained a dark unresolved backstory and also was
well-crafted linguistically, I was encouraged to read on to #7, A Trick of the Light. And I am glad I
did.After reading not too inspiring #3, The Cruelest Month, followed by a somewhat better #4, A
Rule Against Murder, I read the disastrous #5, A Brutal Telling. Stupid title, stupid book. At least
the setting was different in #4 and only a few of the characters repeated from the preceding
books, but #5 A Brutal Telling, returns again to Three Pines, and I kept wondering: How many
killers can there be in one little hamlet? Apparently, quite a few. Is there something in their water?
Poorly held together by the flimsiest of threads and very incomplete, #5, A Brutal Telling was so
horrid wasn’t sure I would continue reading the series. But alas, after #5, the worst book of the
series thus far, Penny redeems herself with #6, Bury Your Dead, in which she retraces the #5
scenario and properly solves the mystery. Too bad she did not just rename and rewrite #5
altogether. #6, Bury your Dead, thank goodness, has the depth of character and plot lines of a
good little mystery with fabulous descriptive details of the Quebec City in the winter. Brrrr#7, A
Trick of Light takes us into the lives and minds of the Canadian art world, full of nasty, self-
serving and, at times, unstable art critics, art dealers, and artists themselves. One of the
continuing main characters of this series, Clara, cluttery, disheveled, bright and talented, at last
has her long-awaited art show. “Clara painted dear life. While the rest of the cynical art world was
painting the worst, Clara painted the best.”She’s contrasted by her spouse of many years, Peter.
“Peter painted things. Very well. He even claimed to paint God, and some dealers believed it.
Made a good story. But he’d never met God so how could he paint Him? Clara not only met Him,
she knew Him. And she painted what she knew.” Kinda cheesy passage, but the chiaroscuro is
obvious, with them and much of the plotline. Looking into Peter we see his psyche through his
actions. “Eventually he’d let the answering machine take over and had hidden in his studio.
Where he’d hidden all his life. From the monster. He could feel it in their bedroom now. He could
feel its tail swishing by him. Feel its hot, fetid breath.” Then we know; he is that “monster.”Penny
also draws deeper into the characters Inspector Gamach and his loyal but presently quite



“screwed up” sidekick Lieutenant Beauvoir. “It seemed to Beauvoir a confirmation. Inside every
living thing, no matter how beautiful, if opened fully enough was darkness.” This also could be
said of the Inspector and Lieutenant themselves as they face their inner demons, one with more
success than the other, and hunt down their suspects.A favorite line from the book, “’Things are
strongest where they’re broken,’ she said.” It’s a well nuanced murder mystery book. Hopefully,
the others in this series will be as engaging.”

AJ, “This is a brilliant novel. I tried not to read it in .... This is a brilliant novel. I tried not to read it in
one go. Louise Penny has a gift for portraying characters who seem alive and vulnerable. Her
Inspector Gamache novels show us how in a world that can be harsh and full of human frailties,
problems can be solved, as can crimes, with intelligence, diligence, kindness, and strong
tactical planning. Inspector Gamache is a man I would love to meet. His family, friends, and
colleagues support him to do extraordinary things and to solve some dreadful crimes.If you have
not read these books before, put this in your wish list and begin at the beginning. with Still Life.”

Wendy McFarlane, “Another great read.. Once again Louise Penny has written a fantastic book;
Inspector Gamashe and the team are called back to Three Pines once more, this time to solve
the strange murder of a young woman found dead in the garden of Clara and Peter Morrow. It is
after Clara's solo show of her paintings in Montreal and she has asked many friends, family and
emminent critics and art dealers back to Thrre Pines for a BBQ celebration. The deceased is or
was an old friend which brings back some not very welcome memories for Clara or indeed for
many of the gathered guests. Running alongside is the ongoing worry for Gamashe of the effect
the factory raid is still having on some of his team, Beauvouir particularly and with such a public
murder of this young woman, it seems that someone at the party had cause to rid themselves of
her before she did them some damage. Lots of suspects, many clues and again, beautiful prose
from this author. This is truely a wonderful series and I am so glad I came across it when I did.
The trouble is it could almost spoil me for other books, almost, not quite!”

David Sampson, “light and Darkness. Like all the Gamache books this is far more than a police
procedural . It is about redemption and damnation played out in a village in Canada among a
small group of characters. The books follow on and are better still read in sequence than as one
offs although they work as the latter.”

AndiB, “A Good Read. Of all the books in the series this has been my least favourite - I still
enjoyed it just not so much as the others. The reason being that so much of the storyline
revolves around the art world which personally I found a bit boring not being an arty person!
That said intertwined with this thread was a thought provoking insight into the world of
alcoholism and the the workings of AA.I do feel a little bad not giving this book a more glowing
review having read the author's words in her acknowledgements at the end as it is clear that it is



a very personal book.I would still recommend this book especially if you have read any of the
others in the series as it continues the ongoing storylines from previous books and it is a good
read - as ever.”

Cecile, “Moving, real,hopeful. An especially poignant story amongst this fascinating series. As
we get to know the characters we become part of their change, growth or lack of it. The narrative
makes you review your own history and ponder some of life’s mysteries. Do we/can we change?”

The book by Pat Pattison has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 9,724 people have provided feedback.
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